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ABSTRACT 

Towards A Hydraulic Society: 

An Architecture of Resource Perception 

by 

Matthew R. Genaze 

The earth has a finite supply of fresh water operating within a specific natural cycle. Due 

to population increases, massive industrialization of developing nations, and a culture of 

water consumption based on endlessness, the world is facing a massive crisis of 

freshwater shortage. Past and present solutions to local crisis have focused on supply 

management, when the real solution is demand management. Demand is founded on 

societal habits, cultural practices, and an individually based perception of water's value. 

The built environment mirrors this perception, where architecture as a cultural 

construct becomes an access terminal for various resource infrastructures. This thesis 

proposes an architecture that renders visible the cyclic specificity and finitude of water 

by proposing a new typology of public building that experientially transforms the 

inherited habits of citizens towards a balanced perception of water. 
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1. Introduction 

Most people do not think about water until it is suddenly not there, it's polluted, or 

there is too much of it and the house is flooded. Water is "so plentiful that it falls from 

the sky; so essential that without it life would not be possible. Both constant and yet 

transitory. Transparent and reflective. You cannot live without it, but it can kill you quite 

easily."^ The Earth has a finite supply of fresh water operating within a specific natural 

cycle. Due to population increases, massive industrialization of developing nations, and 

a culture of water consumption based on endlessness, the world is facing a massive 

crisis of freshwater shortage. Though global in effect, the framework of water requires 

distinct contextual solutions, its dialectical nature being both the cause of the problems 

and simultaneously the solution. 

University of Arizona law professor Robert Glennon explains that "when we needed 

more water in the past, we built a dam, dug a canal, or drilled a well. With some 

exceptions, those options are no longer viable due to a paucity of sites, dwindling 

supplies, escalating costs, and environmental objections."^ Past and present solutions to 

local crisis have focused on supply management, when the real solution is demand 

management. Demand is founded on societal habits, cultural practices, and an 

individually based perception of water's value. The built environment mirrors this 

perception, where architecture as a cultural construct becomes an access terminal for 

various resource infrastructures. 
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This thesis proposes an architecture that renders visible the cyclic specificity and 

finitude of water by proposing a new typology of public building that experientially 

transforms the inherited habits of citizens towards a balanced perception of water. The 

Hydro-Center establishes an urban prototype that makes the collection, storage, use, 

and perception of water essential to the form and performance of urban life by 

proposing different architectural strategies and spatial relationships at all levels of water 

infrastructure and consciousness. Ultimately, the Hydro-Center is neither a treatment 

plant nor a bath, but the basis for a new hydraulic society based on an ecologically 

sustainable use of water. 

1 Wright, Rupert. Take Me To The Source. London, England: Harvill Seeker. 2008. p 14. 
2 Glennon, Robert. Water Scarcity, Marketing, and Privatization. Texas Law Review, Vol. 83, No. 7, pp 1873-

1902, June 2005. 
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2. Water Crisis, Here & Now 

Women and children walking miles through a desert several times a day to collect water 

is the common perception of water scarcity. While dire, it is only one facet of water 

scarcity. Water scarcity is a global problem. The Earth has a finite supply of fresh water 

operating within a specific natural cycle. Of all the water on the globe, only 0.8% is non-

frozen, accessible freshwater.^ Due to population increases, massive industrialization of 

developing nations, and a culture of water consumption based on endlessness, the 

world is facing a massive crisis of freshwater shortage. 
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Water Culture Based on Endlessness 

The woman walking through the desert is fully aware of the delicate ecosystem that she 

lives within. However the common misconceptions at the root of water scarcity causes 
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areas of abundant water supply like the Great Lakes, to be overlooked in regards to 

water scarcity. After all, the Great Lakes contain twenty percent of the world's 

freshwater resources and ninety five percent of the United States freshwater deposits.^ 

The Great Lakes Basin, Surrounding Territories & Major Cities 

It would appear that cities like Chicago or Toronto have nothing to worry about except 

for minor issues of localized pollution. However, as water scarcity begins to affect water 

rich regions of the world, water will become valuable enough to make wild diversion 

schemes a political reality. At the grand scale are ideas of piped lifelines for cities like 

Phoenix and Las Vegas whose source, the Colorado River, continues to dry out further 

and further upstream. Yet, "in the short run, pressures for small removals via diversion 
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or pipeline are most likely to come from growing communities in the United States just 

outside the Great Lakes Basin divide where there are shortages of water and available 

water is of poor quality."^ While the national and global threats are more fantastical, it 

is the local threat, where water consumption in the Great Lakes Basin is expected to rise 

twenty seven percent by the year 2025, that is a greater cause for alarm.'* 

Back Off Suckers ° 

The five Great Lakes have enough water to cover every acre of the lower forty eight 

states with nine and a half feet of fresh, potable water.^ With such grand statistics, one 

of the greatest challenges is convincing individuals of the value in preserving and 

conserving the Great Lakes, especially when the value in using, deferring, and exporting 

is both easily apparent and lucrative. Just because water is not being used for 

anthropogenic means, does not infer that it is not being used. Every drop within any 

water basin is used by the ecosystem as a whole; trees, plants, animals, fish, and 
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humans. The majority of the six quadrillion gallons of Great Lakes water, 99 percent 

approximately, was deposited by glaciers during the last ice age. Less than one percent 

of the Great Lakes is considered renewable; recharged by rainfall, snow, or groundwater 

transfer.® 

"People elsewhere will demand that water rich regions "share" their resource with the 

rest of the world. Increased pleas for humanitarian water assistance are expected as 

well."^ This view points towards the idea of water as a commodity, something similar to 

other products such as food, metals, and oil that are currently shipped internationally 

with only minor consideration. "The problem is that water is not like oil. Ecosystems 

don't depend on oil for their survival; they count on water for that. If all the oil on earth 

disappeared tomorrow, the world would be a very different place, but it would 

survive."® Without clean, accessible water, ecosystems collapse and civilizations fall. It is 

not fully understood how global warming, increased consumption, or export of Great 

Lakes water might affect the ecosystem. It is not a far stretch of the imagination to 

compare the Great Lakes to the Aral Sea, once the fourth largest inland body of water in 

the world. Beginning in the 1950s and over the course of forty years, the Aral Sea lost 90 

percent of its volume due to simple mismanagement and greed.^ The Great Lakes are 

vast, but they are not invincible. 

Though global in effect, the framework of water requires distinct contextual solutions. 

Each ecosystem, each lake, and each situation is defined by distinct parameters, and in 
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turn those parameters need to define how to appropriately address the part and whole 

of the hydraulic cycle. It is important to remember that an ecology based methodology 

implies that all parts are themselves wholes and in turn comprised of further parts. The 

Great Lakes Basin is composed of multiple lakes, surrounded by multiple cities, each 

with numerous and growing communities, composed of diverse populations of 

individuals. In order to begin to determine architecture's role within the hydraulic cycle 

and its ability to address the water crisis, the thesis starts at the metropolitan scale and 

uses Chicago as a petri dish for exploration and experimentation. 

1 Lanz, Klaus, et al. Who Owns the Water. Baden, Switzerland: Lars Muller Publishers. 2006. p 34. 
2 City of Chicago. Chicago's Water Agenda 2003. Internet Resource. 1 Nov. 2009. 
3 Dempsey, Dave. On the Brink. The Great Lakes in the 2f' Century. Michigan State University Press, East 

Lansing, Michigan. 2004. p 239 

4 Ibid., 239 

5 Annin, Peter. The Great Lakes Water Wars. Island Press, Washington, D.C.. 2006. p xiii 
6 Ibid., 13 

7 Ibid., 4 

8 Ibid., 10 

9 Ibid., 24 
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3. Chicago, The Aquatic Metropolis 

In Chicago, pollution has led to closed beaches, a virulent river devoid of aquatic life, 

and the need for heavier and increased water treatment. While these signifiers are very 

apparent to the local population and its problematic condition, to the average 

individual, these signifiers are only local. The problem appears minimized, contained, 

and amendable through minor adjustments. Questions of, what does my water use or 

Chicago's water infrastructure have to do with water scarcity issues elsewhere in the 

world, are not raised. "The Nature Conservancy in the mid 1990s identified one hundred 

thirty-one globally significant biological diversity features in the Great Lakes Basin that 
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are critically imperiled, imperiled, or rare on a global scale.Altering or damaging the 

Great Lakes Basin ecosystem has the same consequences of endangering or rendering 

extinct various species through the clear cutting of rainforests for paper production. The 

Earth's water is one large cycle, taking approximately twelve years for water to 

circumnavigate the globe through the processes of evaporation, condensation and 

typical flow through bodies of water. Water is neither created nor destroyed, it simply 

changes phase and or gets relocated. Water polluted or wasted in Chicago only makes 

the desert woman's search more difficult and her children's walks longer. 

Daniel Burnham described the Chicago lakefront in his 1909 "Plan of Chicago" by 

stating. 

"The lakefront by right belongs to the people. It affords their one great 
unobstructed view, stretching away to the horizon, where water and clouds 
seem to meet. No mountains or high hills enable us to look over broad expanses 

of the earth's surface; and perforce we must come to the margin of the lake for 
such a survey of nature. These views calm thought and feelings, and afford 
escape from the petty things of life. Mere breadth of view, however, is not all. 
The lake is living water, ever in motion, and ever changing in color and in the 
form of its waves Not a foot of its shores should be appropriated by individuals... 

to the exclusion of the people."^ 

Chicago is an aquatic metropolis that has addressed its edge condition well. Yet typical 

of most metropolitan centers, Chicago's water infrastructure is an antiquated model. 

The urban, social, and cultural development along its aquatic edges is not continued and 

translated appropriately into its infrastructure. 
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The Aquatic Metropolis 

Instead of working in harmony with water's natural cycle and limits, the system is 

founded on a solely utilitarian perception of water. Currently, Chicago's water network 

is classified as a branched-loop network.^ 

Chicago's Existing Branched-Loop Network Service 
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Chicago harvests its water from two water cribs, one and a half miles out into Lake 

Michigan. Water is pumped directly to the Jardine Purification Plant. After being 

purified, it is pumped to approximately 25 pumping stations distributed throughout 

Chicago. This is the branch part of the network, supplying drinking water to over 5 

million people and the commercial and industrial equivalent of 4 and a half million 

people.'* 

Existing Network: Branched Portion = Water Supply 

Wastewater and storm water is then collected by seven water reclamation plants that 

remove waste and purify the water for redistribution back to the pumping stations. This 

is done simultaneously with fresh Lake Michigan water continuing to be pumped into 

the system to make up for the net loss, and thereby being a branched-loop network.^ 
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Existing Network: Loop Portion = Waste Water Remediation 

The water and wastewater infrastructure of most metropolises allows the typical citizen 

to accept their water as safe to drink without any thought behind the process or efforts 

to establish that quality.® In total, Chicago pumps out 1 billion gallons of Lake Michigan 

water a day and returns less than 1% to the lake.^ 

Existing Water intake Cribs Existing Jardine Purification Plant 
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Existing Pumping Stations Existing Water Reclamation Plants 

With SO many unknowns, worries, and potential futures of the Great Lakes Basin 

ecosystem, the eight US states and two Canadian provinces within the basin's territory 

established the Great Lakes Compact in order to restrict water export, monitor local 

diversions, and implement water conservation and remediation practices.* On October 

3'^'^, 2008, President George Bush signed a joint resolution of congress giving the Great 

Lakes-St. Lawrence River Basin Water Resources Compact federal consent.^ The statutes 

outlined in the compact are now enforceable by law, a great step forward towards 

protecting the Great Lakes Basin's natural resources. The problem remains though, that 

since the "1980s, politicians repeatedly and successfully crafted new laws and programs 

that sounded reassuring but failed to protect the lakes. On closer examination, most of 

these initiatives proved to be riddled with exemptions, gaping with loopholes, and 

either unenforceable or not intended to be fully implemented.The Great Lakes-St. 

Lawrence River Basin Water Resources Compact is no different, with some feeling the 

compact has gone too far, and others feeling it has not gone far enough. 
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Architecture's role as a cultural construct and in most cases, as an access terminal for 

various infrastructural resources, makes it an appropriate vehicle to investigate and 

ultimately address Chicago's hydraulic problems. The majority of metropolitan 

infrastructures are hidden in alleys, buried under streets, or sequestered to distant 

industrial zones. Our only interaction and perception of these infrastructure networks is 

at their synaptic terminal nodes; electric outlets, telephone speakers, computer screens, 

toilets, water faucets. To begin to address the inefficiencies of Chicago's water network, 

and the water crisis at large, the infrastructure providing our water and processing our 

waste needs to be perceptible, understood, and appreciated. 

1 Dempsey, Dave. On the Brink, The Great Lakes in the 2f' Century. Michigan State University Press, East 
Lansing, Michigan. 2004. p 228. 

2 Ibid., 76 

3 Trifunovic, Nemanja. Introduction to Urban Water Distribution. Taylot & Francis Group, London, UK. 2006. p 

18-20. 

4 Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago. Internet Resource. 30 Oct. 2009. 
5 Ibid. 

6 Dempsey, Dave. On the Brink. The Great Lakes in the 2f' Century. Michigan State University Press, East 
Lansing, Michigan. 2004. p 103. 

7 City of Chicago. Chicago's Water Agenda 2003. Internet Resource. 1 Nov. 2009. p 4-5. 
8 Dempsey, Dave. On the Brink. The Great Lakes in the 2f‘ Century. Michigan State University Press, East 

Lansing, Michigan. 2004. 
9 Council of Great Lakes Governors. Internet Resource. 1 Nov. 2009. 

10 Dempsey, Dave. On the Brink. The Great Lakes in the 2f Century. Michigan State University Press, East 
Lansing, Michigan. 2004. p 201. 

11 Annin, Peter. The Great Lakes Water Wars. Island Press, Washington, D.C.. 2006. p 20. 
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4. A New Network 

My thesis proposes incorporating the urban, social, and cultural development of 

Chicago's aquatic edges into its infrastructure by altering its fundamental organization. 

Proposed Community Network Nodes 

Starting by converting the regional scaled plants into small, community scaled plants, 

the branched facet of the system is removed and a pure networked loop system is 

established, where each community would have its own independent water works. 
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Proposed Loop Network Service 

Infrastructure is minimized to a scale that matches each community's unique density 

and requirements, in turn providing network redundancy, and easy expansion capacity. 

Proposed Loop Network Expansion 
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The networked loop system is not a brand new infrastructure. The diagram's 

triangulated network provides the conceptual basis for a modified system that feeds off 

of existing infrastructure, typically located in parallel with the street grid. 

Proposed Loop Network Schematic Diagram & Existing Infrastructure Utilization 

According to Trent University environmental historian Stephen Booking, "it may be too 

much to expect citizens to envision the vast system of the Great Lakes as a single unit. 

The only thing that is likely to take off is concern piece by piece. For a local beach, a bay, 

or a single lake."^ The qualitative and quantitative vastness of the Great Lakes Basin 

ecosystem is shared by the existing water infrastructure of Chicago, primarily through a 

lack of direct experiential perception. One cannot witness all the various components of 

an ecosystem in much the same way that one cannot see and grasp all the components 

of an infrastructure responsible for delivering immediate, potable water to a household 

faucet. It is only through such a direct experiential perception of the cycle and processes 

of water that we can overcome the hurdle of vastness inherent in both the intrinsic and 

utilitarian modes of water. 

Dempsey, Dave. On the Brink. The Great Lakes in the 2f' Century. Michigan State University Press, East 
Lansing, Michigan. 2004. p 260. 

1 
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5. Revised Programming 

While the proposed network loop system begins to address water scarcity at an 

infrastructural scale, it does not address the incredible and unsustainable demand 

placed on the system. At the root of demand management are societal habits and 

cultural practices. To address this cultural situation, the thesis moves to the scale of 

perceptual space, specifically, the revival and reinvention of a lost urban typology, the 

public bath. 

The public bath in the form of Roman thermae, Turkish hammam, Japanese sento, and 

Russian banya have been around since 2000 BC.^ Originally sited amongst majestic 

nature or on formerly sacred grounds, baths once acted as cornerstones of their cities' 
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spatial forms and their citizen's daily rituals. Recent bath houses began closing as indoor 

plumbing became standardized and the urban poor were pushed out of the city core. 

Public opinion on bath houses throughout the world has continually shifted. "In the 

fifteenth century separate bathhouses for men and women became the vogue. In the 

sixteenth century, when syphilis became a new health problem, these medieval 

communal baths were seen as a focus of infection and fell into disfavor. By the end of 

the seventeenth century, public baths had vanished from the urban scene in Western 

Europe. The industrial revolution, expanding urban populations, the growth of urban 

slums, a series of cholera epidemics beginning in the 1830s, and rising middle-class 

standards of personal cleanliness all combined to give impetus to the municipal bath 

movement in Europe, as they did later for the one in America."^ 

The American directives for public baths can be seen from an 1897 New York City 

newspaper editor from the Brooklyn Daily Eagle who wrote the following words to 

highlight the importance of public baths. 

"Deny to the poor those advantages which are possessed by the rich and you 

intensify discontent. When the poor are so very poor as they are in our cities and 
have neither the knowledge or customs nor initiative to be other than they are, 
it is a duty of the public, as its own government, to educate them out of their 
condition, to give baths to them that they may be fit to associate together and 
with others without offense and without danger. A man cannot truly respect 
himself who is dirty. Stimulate the habit of cleanliness and we increase the safety 
of our cities. And give over the idea that a free bath is any more of a "gratuity" 
than the right to walk in the public streets."^ 

While the majority of the editorial is directed towards the advocacy of public baths only 

as a service for the urban poor, elements in the text can be seen to emphasize an 
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unconscious appreciation for the inherent power of a bath, the experience of water. In 

the book Washing the Great Unwashed, Marilyn Thornton points out that "although 

many public baths included recreational facilities such as swimming pools and 

gymnasiums, reformers saw them as means of improving the health and physical fitness 

of the poor and of attracting them to the baths. Bath advocates almost never 

mentioned the pleasurable and sensual aspects of bathing, such as rejuvenation, 

invigoration, or relaxation. The short time allotted for bathing and the lack of control of 

the water temperature communicated the primacy of the cleanliness and utilitarian 

function that American bath reformers stressed."'' 

City Beautiful Movement Era Chicago Public Bath Houses 
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Chicago opened its first year-round bath in 1894.^ By 1920, 21 bath houses had been 

constructed throughout the poor and working class neighborhoods.® After their peak 

during the City Beautiful Movement, public bath houses once again declined due to 

questions of personal boundaries and moral uncertainty of such an environment.^ By 

the 1970s only one of Chicago's municipal baths remained open to serve Chicago's Skid 

Row residents and that too closed in 1979.® "What survives today in the modern 

Western city is a splitting and compartmentalizing of programs that were, for a time, 

coexistent. Cleansing as a moral duty has given way to scientifically endorsed health 

programs, including showers at public swimming pools and gymnasiums, or in your own 

home hygienic unit. Bathing is now also a beautifying treatment at the day spa."® 

It is important to understand that the context and history of the public bath in American 

culture focused on the utilitarian perception of water. The American history of the 

public bath has engrained a very narrow and specific view of the public bath itself, its 

various associations, and a more subconscious approach to public water usage. Christie 

Pearson eloquently elaborates on the primarily European and Asian perceptions of the 

public bath in her essay. The Public Bath and the City. "The bath in the city may act as a 

kind of container for a socially constructed version of nature: once inside, we are 

paradoxically freed to act "naturally" through ritualized rules. The rituals that rule the 

public bath are designed to encourage one to linger and ultimately lose one's sense of 

purpose, allowing a peaceful space of silence to emerge."^® At the opposite end of the 

spectrum from American public baths, those of Europe and Asia offer a more 
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experiential perception of water's intrinsic values, thereby further establishing water's 

dialectic when viewed against the intellectual and utilitarian perception of the American 

public bath. "However the public bath is framed, its cultivation allows us to continually 

renew its role as a free zone of peace and contemplation. Searching for meaning amidst 

the pleasures of the bath, we find instead our minds silently wandering on the 

peripheries of perception.It is this more perceptual space of the traditionally non-

American public bath that will allow the societal habits and cultural practices at the root 

of demand management to be addressed. 

1 Pearson, Christie. The Public Bath and the City, in Water edited by John Knechtel. MIT Press, Cambridge, 
MA. 2009. p 61. 

2 Williams, Marilyn Thornton. Washing the Great Unwashed. Public Baths in Urban America, 1840-1920. Ohio 
State University Press. Columbus, Ohio. 1991. p 7. 

3 Ibid., 1 
4 Ibid., 135 

5 Ibid., 37 

6 Ibid., 83 

7 Pearson, Christie. The Public Bath and the City, in Water edited by John Knechtel. MIT Press, Cambridge, 
MA. 2009. p 67-68. 

8 Williams, Marilyn Thornton. Washing the Great Unwashed. Public Baths in Urban America, 1840-1920. Ohio 
State University Press. Columbus, Ohio. 1991. p 95. 

9 Pearson, Christie. The Public Bath and the City, in Water edited by John Knechtel. MIT Press, Cambridge, 
MA. 2009. p 68. 

10 Ibid., 64 

11 Ibid., 70 

https://perception.It
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6. Precedents 

In order to infuse the revived public bath typology with a greater social consciousness 

and productivity, the perceptual public bath will be integrated with the technical water 

treatment plants contained within the proposed network loop infrastructure. A new 

urban typology is thereby created, a hydro-center, operating at all the various levels of 

water infrastructure and consciousness, and once again establishing an urban prototype 

that makes the collection, storage, use, and perception of water essential to the form 

and performance of urban life. In order to integrate and juxtapose these two programs 

a precedent study was conducted. Looking at the Roman Baths of Caracalla, Peter 

Zumthor's Vais Spa and Les Bains des Docks by Jean Nouvel, different spatial typologies 

emerge within the overall bath. 
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Baths of Caracalla, Vais Spa, Les Bains des Docks Analysis Diagrams 

The space's general organization, proportions and qualities were clarified, as well as the 

flow of the technical and experiential waters and occupant circulation. Christine Pearson 

gives a succinct impression of a typical Roman thermae and Islamic Hammam: 

"... beginning in the dressing room, apodyterium; then moving to a warm room 

with a heated floor, the tepidarium, to begin to sweat; then the hotter 
calidarium, which usually contained a hot water source; finishing with a cold 
plunge bath in the frigidarium. You might decide to warm up by working out in 
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the palestra, or with some poetry reading in a library exedra within the thick wall 
of service spaces, stores, libraries, and galleries. Vendors roamed, selling food, 
drinks, depilation, and sexual services. The architecture of the hammam is an 

Islamic riff on or repurposing of Roman baths. Its iconic central form is a cosmic 

dome, and the baths themselves are a sequence of courts, where the largest 
space flips you up into a constructed starry night sky. The bather first passes 

through the camekan, a space for smoking, drinking tea, and lounging, to which 
you will return at the end. In a warm disrobing room you put on wooden clogs 
and wrap yourself in a pestemal (Turkish towel). Next is the largest space, the 
hararet, where you sweat lying on an elevated, heated platform. Either alone or 
with the help of a tellak (attendant), bathers may receive a massage, soaping, 
and rinsing at one of the perimeter basins."^ 

From this description and other typical layouts for Roman thermae, a generic 

organizational layout can be established. 

Top: Traditional Roman Thermae, Middle: Generic Roman Thermae, Bottom: Contemporary Thermal Bath 

A similar study was conducted for the purification plant, pumping station, and 

reclamation water works to go beyond the engineering processes contained within and 

investigate the latent spatial typologies and flows. 
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Similar to the public bath precedent study, the water treatment process differs 

depending on the various conditions of a locality, yet a generic organizational layout for 

a typical water treatment infrastructure can be established.^ 

Typical Water Treatment Process 

The precedent analysis diagrams were then further distilled to create design tools 

capable of being implemented in the design of the hydro-center. 

I I Genenc Space Techmcal Sp>ace 

Technical Water Q Bath Water Plan 

I I Directly Associated Occupied Space 

{ 1 Indirectly Associated Occupied Processional / Continual Space 

{ I Unoccupied Circulation Space 

Directly Sequential Experience Space H Occupant Circulation |Water Flow 

Public Bath Precedent Design Tools 
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The Baths of Caracalla are differentiated from the other two precedents in its directly 

sequential experience spaces. This arrangement allows an occupant's experience in one 

space to be immediately reinforced by the next space without extraneous circulation, or 

the need to pass through auxiliary program. At Zumthor's Vais Spa, the plan allows for 

both direct and oblique perspectives. Occupants are able to comprehend the whole at 

certain moments and be surprised by its parts at other moments. At Les Bains des 

Docks, Nouvel's section expands and contracts the various volumes to correspond and 

accentuate different experiences. Both Zumthor and Nouvel create occupant circulation 

paths that are suggestive, but also allow the occupant to choose their own path and 

create their own experience. 

I I Generic Space 

Water

| Technical Space 

IPlan / Section 

{ 1 Experience Space 

ccupant Circulation I O H Water Flow 

Parallel & Intersecting Circulation Paths
Circulatory / Processional 

Plan / Section Plan 

Guided / Continual m 9 
• Water Dedicated Space Combined Experience & Technical Space 

Water Treatment Plant Precedent Design Tools 
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In both plan and section of the intake purification plant, the circulation of occupants and 

flow of water weave across one another. At the pumping station, water has its own 

dedicated space. Finally, the reclamation plant demonstrates the ability of technical 

space to be disconnected and zoned. All three exhibit the coexistence of experiential 

and auxiliary program spaces within a larger envelope of technical space. With an 

understanding of the components of the two programs and design tools established for 

how to manipulate those programs, it is now possible to site the hydro-center within 

Chicago's urban fabric. 

1 Pearson, Christie. The Public Bath and the City, in Water edited by John Knechtel. MIT Press, Cambridge, 
MA. 2009. p 66 & 69. 

2 Given the complex variations of water treatment processes, the generic layout was established through a 

comparison of the following sources: American Water Works Association, and American Society of Civil 
Engineers. Water Treatment Plant Design. 3'“^ ed. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill. 1998. Hammer, Mark J., and 
MarkJ. Hammer Jr,. Water and Wastewater Technology. 3''^ ed, Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall. 1996. 
McGhee, Terence J. Water Supply and Sewerage. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill. 1991. Purcell, Patrick. Design 

of Water Resources Systems. Thomas Je\ford Publishing. London, England. 2003. Water/Wastewater 
Distance Learning. ENV 110: Introduction to Water and Wastewater Treatment Technology. Internet 
Resource. 30 Oct. 2009. Water/Wastewater Distance Learning. ENV 115: Water Purification. Internet 
Resource. 30 Oct. 2009. Water & Wastewater Engineering. Internet Resource. 30 Oct. 2009. 
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7. The Hydro-Center - Concept 

The traditionally spacious horizontal conditions of the treatment plant and bath are not 

suited for the occasionally urban, but always dense conditions of Chicago's city fabric. 

Horizontal Condition versus Dense Urban Fabric 

A vertical transformation is required. In transforming the treatment process from 

horizontal to vertical, redundant components of the three systems can be combined. 

The same transformation can occur with the baths. 
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The simple juxtaposition of the technical and cultural facets of water will not establish a 

cohesive building. Spatial and experiential components from the two processes were 

identified in addition to identifying how these components were experienced in regards 

to the five senses, and the degree of each. Certain components on either side then 

became discernable for their potential to no longer remain segregated, but to start to 

physically and experientially integrate. 

One example would be the visual enjoyment of light reflecting off water and the UV 

radiation treatment of water being combined within the hydro-center to create a space 

of dual contemplation. The fusion of the traditional steam room and the air diffused 

aeration of water becomes another enhanced experience which could begin to question 

society's adjacency to their natural water source. Finally, the addition of a trickling filter 
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to a wading pool inspires sounds and thoughts of the simple and yet extraneous 

measures taken to purify water. 

Component Combination Diagram: Light Reflection & Natural UV Filtration 

Component Combination Diagram: Steam & Air Diffuse Aeration 
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Component Combination Diagram: Wading & Trickling Filtration 

While these component combinations begin to define key moments of interaction, the 

technical components of the treatment process defined necessary constraints. Based on 

the average Chicago neighborhood population and daily water use, strict needs, sizes, 

and locations of components of the water treatment process are set. The hydro-center 

begins to have minimal foot print dimensions established as more of the major parts are 

identified, calculated, and sized, for the given community's density. The calculations 

used to determine the size of various components were based on several sources in 

order to establish a generic formula capable of providing an approximate size for the 

various components.^ 
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1 

Popuiation 

Chcago Population * 2 896.016 

Ctwcago Water U&age « 921 62 MGO (mdlion gaNoos per day) 

Average Chcago Community > 2 95 Sq Mi Density > 12 747 Population « 37 604 

Average Oady Water Ueage (Person) s 313 GPO 

Average Oa4y Water Ueage (Commiavty) - 11 958.072 GPD 

Maximum Demand > Average GPO x 1 8 > 11 956 0721 1 6 - 21.524 530 GPO 

Hydro-Center Design Capac4y 1 Sq Mi • Appronmately 3 Hydro-Centers per Commu>4y 

Sq Ml « 12 747 people > 4 053 546 GPO 

Maximum Demand * 4.053 546 x 1 8 « 7 296.382 GPO • Water Processing Capacity 

Flocculation Tanks 

Water Plant Capacity <• Oc >= 7 3 MGO 

Converson to ftVsec • 7 3 MGO » cts x (1 MGO /1 55 cH) 

Flow in One Channel * Oc * O / number ol channels 

3l132/l3ii32dsin one channel 
X t1 32/2 sS66chin two channels 

Twik Volwne • V s Oc x T 
« 11 32 IH/s X (30 mm X eosrtmi) » 20 378 »e 
- 5 66 fP/s X (30 min X 60s/mm) * 10 188 le 

Depth • d • 10-18 R standard 

Tank Width • W * . (V / 2d) 
*>{20 376/(2x10))-32R 
» '.(I0.l88/(2x 10))»23n 

Tank Length • L * 2W 
*2 x 32 - 64n 
• 2 X 23 • 46 ft 

One Channel • W * 32. L • 64. 0 * 10 
Two Channels (Each Channel) • W = 23 L * 46. 0 * 10 

Required Area « Approx 2.100 ft’ 

Filtars 

Basm Depth * 10 ft 'Standard 
Med« Depth « 3 ft • standard 

Number ot FSters * 2 7 > Oc 
» 2 7 . 7 3 * 7.3 .7 

Filer Flow — Qc / Number ot FtAers »73/7»104»Q 

Surlaca Area • A ■ Q / Filtration 

• cts - 11 32 3 Oc 

*(1.040.000x(1 day/1440mm))/4galmvn-ft* •180ft’ 
Tank Length S Width • . A 

» >180* 135ft 

ClearweM Volume * (Backwash penod] x (Totalfiner area) x (Filter rrse rate) 

Total Fitter Area » 180 tf x 7 * 1 260 ff 

V a (5 iron) (1.260 ft*) (30 nVmin)(1ft/12in)» 15 750 ft’ 

Aeration Tanks 

Methodology 1 
Tank Flow • Q * MGO / Number of Tanks 

*7300 000 / 3 * 2 430 000 gallons per tank 

1 Galton -0 13366055611’ 2 430.000 galons * 324 643 ft’ 

Dimensions •ratnWO<2 • 9-15 ft Deep standard • 10-30 feet Wide 
Length ■ deperfoent on bme required 

D>9ft - W<18ft 
V-LxWxO -324 843 *1x9x18 -L* 2005ft 
Area a 2005 X 18 « 38 090 ft» 

D*15ft •W<30fl 
V»LxWxD - 324.843* Lx 15x 30 -L* 722 ft 
Area * 722 x 30 * 21.660 ff 

Methodology 2 
Average Usage * 4.053 546 GPD 

1 Gallon a 0 00376541178 m* - 4.053.546 gallons * IS 344 m* 

Tank Volume • V • (0c x Oy (So • S))/(X (1 * Kd x Oc)) 
maionty of values are standards 

a((10dK15 344rn’K0 5)(f81 5 • 5 7 mgA))/((3 600 mgft.)(1 «0 06d* x lOd) 
*2.075 m’ = 73 278 ft’ 

Mmtrnum 2 Tanks for redundancy — 73.278 / 2 ■ 36 639 ft’ 

Denensions • ratio W D < 2 
20 ft wide -10ft deep • 183 ft long each 
30 ft wide 15 ft deep 81 ft. long each 

Settling Tanks > Clarifiers 

Tank Flow • Q * MGD / Number of Tanks 
• 3 tanks typically recommended for redundancy 

a 7.300.000 / 3 a 2.430 000 gallons per tank 

Surface Area * Q / Standard Overflow Rate 
a 2 430.000 / 500 gal/day-ft* >4 860 ft* 

Volume ■ Q X Time 
a 2 430 000 X (4 hr)(1 day/24 hr)(1 ft*/7 46gal| * 5k 144 ft* 

Depth a Volume > Surface Area 
a 54 144 / 4 660 a 11 Peet 

Tank Radius - V * fir’d 

54 144 * nr’(11) - r* 40feel 

Mixing Basin 

Max Demand ■ 7 296.382 gaSons 

1 Galon per Day 3 0 000694444444 Galons per Mrute • 7 296 382 GPO » 5 067 GPM 

30 msHites for mxing to occur 

5 067 X 30 * 152 010 galons 

1 GatonaO 13368055611’ - 152 010 gallons * 20 321 ft’ 

Volume •Vanr’h - no cnbcsl dimension -halOfl 

20 321 ft‘a nr*(10) .ra25fl 

V*nr'h • nocnUcaldsnension «r*40ft 

20 321 ft*-n40*h .h»4ft 

Disinfection Chamber 

Max Demand * 7.296.382 gaNorrs 

1 5 067 GPM(Salon per Day « 0 000694444444 Galons per Minute • 7 296 382 GPO 

30 mmutes tor rmxmg to occur 

5.067 X 30 * 152.010 gallons 

1 Geton *0 133660556 ft* • 152.010 gallons * 20 321 ft’ 

Volume •Vanr’h • no cnbcal dimension — h = 10 ft 

20.321 ft* a nr* (10) •f*25ft 

V a n r* h -no critical dxnension • r ■ 40 ft 

20.321 ft’»n40'h .h*4ft 

Service Reservoir 

Capacity • 

Methodology 1 - Minimum One Day Max Demand * 7.296.382 gallons 

Methodology 2 • 20 - SO % Max Daily Demand • Chicago Average * 22% 
a 1 605,204 gallons 

Height a Bottom Water Level > 100 ft above ground level to achieve standard mmimum 45 PSI 
tor neighborhood distribution 

1 GaSon a 0 133680558 ft’ 
t Oie Day Max -7 296.382 * 975 384 ft* 
2 22% Average • 1.805.204 * 214 584 ft* 

Volume a V a n r* h -raSOft 
1 One Day Max - 975 364 ft* * n SO* h - h 124 ft 

2 22% Average • 214 584 ft* * n 50* h -h 27 ft 

Hydro-Center Density and Component Sizing Calculations 
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With one Hydro-Center serving an entire community and the goal of minimizing the 

footprint to fit on the smallest urban lot possible, the building takes on an oppressive 

scale and overly efficient form. At the opposite spectrum, minimizing the height in an 

effort to conform to the local urban fabric results in a footprint that cannot be inserted 

into the urban fabric without the clearing of several city blocks. 

HORIZONTAL MINIMUM FOOTPRINT MINIMUM HEIGHT BALANCED 

To adjust these proportions, instead of having one hydro-center serve an entire 

community, it serves the approximate density of one square mile, requiring two to four 

hydro-centers for the average sized Chicago community. In terms of the implementation 

of the hydro-centers into the existing branched-loop infrastructure, upon building the 

hydro-centers required for a single community, they are initially fed by the existing 

infrastructure. Once up and running, the existing community infrastructure is 

disconnected from the surrounding communities' infrastructure, only leaving a singular 

connection to the Lake Michigan water source. Once an adjacent community builds a 

hydro-center, the surrounding hydro-centers are linked up to create or expand the new 

network loop infrastructure. 
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Stage 1: Existing Primary Infrastructure Stage 2: Required hydro-centers built to serve a 

specific community, initially run by existing 
infrastructure. 

Stage 3: Minor Infrastructure disconnected from 

surrounding communities. 
Stage 4: Major infrastructure disconnected from 

surrounding communities, leaving singular 
supply line from Lake Michigan. 

Stage 5: Hydro-centers connect to adjacent community hydro-centers to establish network redundancy. 
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Because the community is servicing its own water needs through a drastically minimized 

infrastructure, there is a higher yield on the initial water withdrawn from Lake Michigan, 

a zero discharge condition established, and in turn less water wasted, polluted or 

unnecessarily treated. 

Expanding Future of the Hydraulic Society: 
View of Hydro-Centers expanding out into the Chicago suburbs. 

These hydro-centers also take on the signature of the communities that they serve, just 

as existing water towers are labeled with the town's high school football team or local 

product. While the community of the Lower West Side was chosen to test the 

architectural implication of the hydro-center, the architectural strategies and spatial 

relationships of the Lower West Side Hydro-Center are intended to serve as a prototype 
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for other architects to design hydro-centers for other communities, incorporating each 

community's unique conditions and values. 

In On the Brink, Dave Dempsey demonstrates that "there is substantial reason to believe 

that citizens understandably view environmental threats as those that are tangible and 

immediate, rather than long-term and speculative."^ The hydro-center becomes the 

new community anchor, and thereby focuses a community's attention directly on its 

perception and use of water. The hydro-center rethinks existing public programs and 

while this thesis tests it as a bath and leisure center, others could be a housing-hydro¬ 

center or office-hydro-center. Through this fusion of infrastructure and public space, the 

built environment no longer simply acts as an access terminal for various resources, but 

instead maximizes on architecture's role as a cultural construct to promote and build a 

new society where infrastructures and architecture are integrated into the ecosystem 

from which their resources are generated. 

1 Given the complex variations of water treatment processes, generic calculations were established through a 

comparison of the following sources: Hammer, MarkJ., and Mark J. Hammer Jr.. Water and Wastewater 
Technology. 3''‘ ed. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall. 1996. Lin, Shun Dar. Water and Wastewater 
Calculations Manual. New York, NY: McGaw-Hill. 2001. Water/Wastewater Distance Learning. ENV 110: 
Introduction to Water and WastewaterTreatment Technology. Internet Resource. 30 Oct. 2009. 

Water/Wastewater Distance Learning. ENV 115: Water Purification. Internet Resource. 30 Oct. 2009. Water 
& Wastewater Engineering. Internet Resource. 30 Oct. 2009. 

2 Dempsey, Dave. On the Brink. The Great Lakes in the 21“ Century. Michigan State University Press, East 
Lansing, Michigan. 2004. p 226. 
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8. The Hydro-Center - Design 

The Hydraulic Society: View of downtown Chicago with the various communities' hydro-centers. 

The community of the Lower West Side of Chicago was chosen as the petri dish for the 

architectural implementation of the Hydro-Center due to its typical yet diverse urban 

fabric. The Lower West side is southwest of Chicago's downtown core, bounded by 

commuter and industrial rail tracks to the north and west and the Chicago Sanitary and 

Ship Canal to the south and east. South Blue Island Avenue and West Cermak Road 

divide the community in two; the northern half being typical of Chicago's urban fabric, 

four story town homes with light commercial and larger retail along major roads, the 

southern half consisting of industrial in various states of operation. This diverse urban 
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fabric, especially its almost perfectly split programmatic condition, allowed for a 

dramatic site to both explore and demonstrate water's dialectic nature. 

Site Plan 

The Hydro-Center is placed at the intersection of South Loomis and West 21^' Streets, 

one block north of the community's residential and industrial divide of West Cermak 

Avenue. An abandoned lot and underutilized parking lot comprise the actual site for the 

Lower West Side Hydro-Center with a local high school and its athletic fields to the west 

and south, an industrial processing plant to the east, and the residential fabric to the 

north. 
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Urban Fabric Insertion: View looking east from South Wood and West 21st Streets 

As mentioned earlier, the massing of the Hydro-Center stems from the desire for the 

facility to occupy a reasonably obtainable urban site of 200 feet by 200 feet, in turn 

allowing for a public plaza at the building's base. With the Lower West Side Hydro-
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Center being one of three in the community and each serving approximately one square 

mile, the associated water work's components create a general massing reaching 

approximately 350 feet from ground level to the primary roof and reaching 

approximately 440 feet to the top of the service reservoir. 

Cl c 

i 4--—tJ 

cC-j-C cCi ,3: r'*- ^ 
3 

Massing Evolution Diagram 

Taking the generic massing of a tower, a series of steps were taken to match the 

massing of the Hydro-Center with its experiential and perceptual content. Decisions 

such as pulling the structure out to the skin and pulling the primary circulation core 

outside of the main floor plate were practically based in order to create the 

unobstructed floor spans needed for the various tanks and water processing equipment. 

From that point the vertical extrusion was broken into four pieces with varying heights 

and setbacks to signify the four main processes of the water treatment process; 

generically termed primary, secondary, tertiary, and storage. To correspond to this 

demarcation, four zones of prominent public space are inserted in between the four 

treatment zones, except for the natatorium, which is placed in the middle of the 

secondary treatment volume. The more public zones are emphasized by an extrusion or 

extraction from the overall massing. Finally specific programmatic or circulation 
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components push past or shrink away from the building's envelope to allow for specific 

experiential or programmatic events to occur. The result is a massing that is not fully 

comprehensible at first glance, but rather a massing that is experienced and understood 

over time through use and exploration. 
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Section B 
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To accomplish the balanced perception of water and fusion of infrastructure and 

architecture, it is necessary to not just juxtapose the bath and treatment programs, but 

to manipulate each program's conditions and weave them together through traditional 

architectural means of public vs. private, technical vs. social, individual vs. collective, 

and modes of circulation. These techniques infuse water's dialect of utilitarian 

performance and intrinsic experience at all scales and instances of the Hydro-Center; 

from the overall section and collective plans to specific moments within a singular plan 

or element. 

Program Spatialization and Juxtaposition Diagram 

Treatment Bath Oiaiectic Adjusted - Striated Desired Gradient Hydro-Center 

□ / Private ■ 

Hydro-Center Public vs. Private Diagram 
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□ / □ 

Hydro-Center Technical vs. Social Diagram 

Treatment Bath Dialectic Adjusted • Hierarchy Desired Gradient Hydro-Center 

□ vie / Collective □. 

Hydro-Center Individual vs. Collective Diagram 

i 

Hydro-Center Experience Circulation Diagram 
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While the above diagrams establish a very fluid parti for the hydro-center, the technical 

constraints of the water treatment process must once again be recognized and 

addressed. Some of the initial stages of the water treatment process such as the grit 

chambers and the primary clarifier are essentially toxic and must be completely isolated 

except for access by the treatment plant workers. The rest of the water treatment 

processes have varying degrees of adjacency with the bath program depending on 

issues of equipment sizing, required access, noise, etc. For safety and sanitation 

requirements there is always some form of a barrier between the two programs, 

whether that is a concrete wall or a sheet of glass. Depending on the water treatment 

process, the barrier is configured for sanitary, visual, acoustic, or smell purposes. 

8A7H SURROUNDS ^REATMEN' bathintersel 
TREiATMfcNr (SOLAIfcL/ TRFATMENT SURROUNDS BATH TREATMENT 

STORAGE # STORAGE # STORAGE 
RESERVOIR RESERVOIR RESERVOIR 

■ FILTER ■ FILTER ■ FILTER 

m CLEARWELLS ip CLEARWELLS ii CLEARWELLS 

■ ■ ■ 

GRIT CHAMBER GRIT CHAMBER GRIT CHAMBERg GRIT CHAMBER 

^BIOLOGIC FILTERS. IjjpBIOLOGIC FILTERS. IP BIOLOGIC FILTER S. 
^ SAND FILTER ^ SAND FILTER ^ SAND FILTER 

1st CLARIFIER 1st clarifier 1st CLARIFIERy 1st CLARIFIER 
2nd clarifier 2nd CLARIFIER 

^ 2nd CLARIFIER 
^ AERATOR TANK ^ AERATOR TANK ^ AERATOR TANK 

FLOCULLATION g FLOCULLATION g FLOCULLATION 

M MIXING TANK & iai MIXING TANKS. W MIXING TANK & 

g DISINFECTION g DISINFECTION g DISINFECTION 

Water Treatment Program Juxtaposition Matrix 
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Lower Level 1 Floor Plan - Visitor Lobby, Plaza, Pond, 
Exhibition, Pump Room & Sewage Processing 
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Ground Level Floor Plan - Patron Lobby, Vapor Fountain, 
Garden & Grey Water Leach Field 
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Level 2 Floor Plan - Facility Administration & Primary Clarifier 

Level 3 Floor Plan - Facility Administration, Public Baths & Primary Clarifier 
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Level 4 Floor Plan - Leisure Pools & Disinfection Chamber 

Level 5 Floor Plan - Fitness Center, Locker Rooms & Filter Clearwell and Mixing Basin 
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Level 6 Floor Plan - Spa, Beach Deck & Sand Filters 

Level 7 Floor Plan - Cafeteria, Sky Garden & Grey Water Leach Field 
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Level 8 Floor Plan - Community Center & Flocculation Tanks 

Level 9 Floor Plan - Auditorium & Secondary Clarifier 
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Level 10 Floor Plan - Auditorium & Secondary Clarifier 

Level 11 Floor Plan - Natatorium & Chlorine Processing 
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Level 12 Floor Plan - Male Locker Room & Rotating Biological Contactors 

Level 13 Floor Plan - Female Locker Room & Rotating Biological Contactors Mezzanine 
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Level 14 Floor Plan - Balneotherapy & Aeration Tanks and Trickling Filters 

Level 15 Floor Plan - Balneotherapy & Aeration Tanks and Trickling Filters 
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A 

Jb 

Level 16 Floor Plan - Service Reservoir & Contemplation Ramp Entrance 

Level 17 Floor Plan - Service Reservoir, Experience Bubble & Infinity Pool 
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A 

Level 18 Floor Plan - Leisure Pool & Rain Water Collection 

The woven plan and section create an experience of subtle distinction as to where the 

water treatment begins and the bathing ends. Opportunities arise for an occupant to 

alter their perception of water both due in part to and analogously related to the looser 

articulation of our identities once we have changed into our bathing suits. The 

combination of the predispositions of a public bath and water treatment facility create a 

semi-civic, semi-sacred atmosphere within the Hydro-Center. Spaces are created in 

which occupants can contemplate, release their preconceived notions of water as a 

resource and its use, absorb the sights, smells, sounds, and feelings of water within 

various states and processes, and ultimately recreate their perceptions as they begin to 

contribute to a new hydraulic society. 
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Section A 
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The West Side Community Hydro-Center 

The Hydro-Center's plan and section create a dynamic and iconic massing. An initial 

reading may be "I am an Icon of vyater processing." However the plan and section are 

performatively and experientially based, which separates the Hydro-Center from a 
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traditional icon, one of only water processing, to a performative icon, an icon of an 

ecologically sustainable use of water. From the exterior, one is not able to fully identify 

the processes or experiences contained within the various volumes, but over time, an 

occupant is able to understand both the parts and the whole, simultaneously 

comprehending the extremity of technical water processing, while also appreciating the 

intrinsic values of water as an experience, and not only a resource. 

"The busy worker who drives alone in a low-mileage sport utility vehicle fifty miles one¬ 

way to work may not connect greenhouse gases he or she generates with long-term 

forecasts of significant declines in Great Lakes levels resulting from climate change. The 

homeowner who leaves a dripping faucet unattended for weeks and waters his or her 

lawn during the heat of the summer day might be surprised to realize that these actions 

increase the risk that Great Lakes water might one day be exported to other regions or 

continents."^ It is in turn the primary directive of the Hydro-Center to address such 

societal habits and cultural practices through different architectural strategies and 

spatial relationships at all levels of water infrastructure and consciousness. The goal 

being that an occupant's experience grows with each visit, their comprehension and 

awareness, heightened. The hydro-center is in turn not about being, but doing. 
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Southeast Elevation 
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Northwest Elevation 
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Southwest Elevation 
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Northeast Elevation 
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The following vignettes highlight a few of the different moments in which the technical 

and social facets of water are juxtaposed, woven or fused, in order to create a new type 

of perceptual space. The first vignette is of the service reservoir, experience bubble and 

roof top leisure pool. 

Experience Vignette: Service Reservoir, Experience Bubble, Leisure Pool 

The service reservoir stores the processed potable water, just like a typical water tower. 

Wrapping around the reservoir is a gradually widening ramp that ultimately leads to the 
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roof and leisure pool. The ramp is a space of contemplation where a bather can recollect 

their experiences from elsewhere in the Hydro-Center on their way to their last 

experience, the rooftop leisure pool. The entire Hydro-Center is public space, and the 

rooftop pool allows for views of the city and surrounding areas that are normally only 

allotted to a private skyscraper's corporate board room. The bather is able to see Lake 

Michigan in the distance, the source of their water and the source of their current 

enjoyment. There is the realization that they, and the Hydro-Center as a resource access 

terminal, are part of a much larger ecology. Halfway up the ramp is the experience 

bubble, a glass sphere anchored to the hammam's light well. Inside, you are surrounded 

by the pitch black waters of the reservoir, with only small and subtle reflections of light 

coming from the access tube. You can almost feel the weight of the water around you, 

and there is even a minute change in pressure that you sense. A space where one can 

think about anything, the surroundings induce awe for the dialectical depth of water. 

The second vignette is of the hammam, trickling filters, and massage pool. The hammam 

is on the upper of two floors dedicated to balneotherapy. The hammam retains a 

traditional form but is fused with the cylindrical trickling filter tanks that indent the walls 

of the hammam. One can either lay on the traditional heated center platform or lean 

against the hammam's walls and listen to the faint hum of the filters and feel the slight 

vibrations produced through the walls. On the lower balneotherapy level is the massage 

pool. While lying on the water jetted benches, the bather is looking up at the bottom of 

the trickling filters, the water slowly dripping through the filter and pooling on the glass 
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lens before proceeding down a pipe to the next stage of the water treatment process. 

There are three zones of the massage pool, each inducing various degrees of humidity, 

steam, and spatial conditions for physical relaxation and enjoyment in addition to 

contemplation of the water's path and the bather's role within it. 

Experience Vignette; Hammam, Trickling Filters, Massage Pools 

Apart from the visual juxtapositions of social and technical water that occur throughout 

the hydro-center, there are also juxtapositions that induce the other senses. The 

vignette of the auditory chambers and sand filters on the spa level demonstrate this. 

The main auditory chamber, as seen in the left of the vignette, is a sand filter 
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surrounded by a small space for sitting and reclining to simply listen to the water drip 

through the filter and watch the patterns of the water's dripping path develop on the 

tank walls. The ceiling is angled so that the sound's reverberations are more intense on 

Experience Vignette: Auditory Chambers, Sand Filters, Spa 

one side. While this chamber can be shared by multiple bathers, the other auditory 

chamber is a singular experience, in which the chamber is surrounded by the filter, and 

it is only the subtle sounds of dripping water that provide an experiential stimulus. 

The last vignette, but certainly not the last experience in the Hydro-Center, is of the 

rotating biological contactors, the natatorium, auditorium, and secondary clarifiers. The 

rotating biological contactors are large disks coated with micro-organisms that eat away 

at bacteria contained in the water that it rotates through. The contactors are suspended 
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in glass tanks over the natatorium. As a swimmer churns through the water, and in turn 

'pollutes' it, directly above them water is being churned to remove pollution. Similarly, 

Experience Vignette: Rotating Biological Contactors, Natatorium, Auditorium, Secondary Clarifiers 

as a group of school children listens to a presentation on water conservation in the 

auditorium, they witness the extreme processes required to clean water in the 

secondary clarifiers directly behind the presenter on stage. 
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1 

Street View of Hydro-Center 

Dempsey, Dave. On the Brink. The Great Lakes in the 2f‘ Century. Michigan State University Press, East 
Lansing, Michigan. 2004. p4. 
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9. Conclusion 

There are many paths towards solving the water crisis; conservation, technology, 

innovation, equitable access, changes in attitude, privatization, pricing structures, 

decentralization, government intervention, and others. None of these alone though are 

the magic solution. Rather, it is a combination of pieces of all of these paths in addition 

to paths yet explored or ones previously deemed unrealistic. All of the various research 

and explorations involved in developing this thesis have shown repeated times that 

there is one approach that is essential to all of the above solutions, a more balanced and 

ecologically based perception of water's intrinsic value and worth. "Sound decisions 

about water are based on a thorough understanding of the hydrologic cycle and the part 

that human intervention plays in that cycle. 
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Aerial View of Hydro-Center 

The hydro-center establishes an urban prototype that makes the collection, storage, 

use, and perception of water essential to the form and performance of urban life. The 

hydro center operates at all levels of water infrastructure and consciousness, rendering 

visible the cyclic specificity and finitude of water to experientially transform the 

inherited habits of citizens towards a more balanced perception of water. 

McDonald, Bernadette, and Douglas Jehl. Whose Water Is It?. Washington, D.C.: National Geographic 

Society. 2003. p 217. 

1 
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Cyclic Experiences: Roof Leisure Pool 
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